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	[image: ]Charmaine Solomon's Asian Favourites, 9781865081403 (186508140X), Allen & Unwin, 2001

	In this volume, Charmaine Solomon guides the reader step by step through Asia's most popular dishes. Recipes featured come from Thailand, Burma, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, India, Sri Lanka, Japan, Korea and China. The more than 130 recipes include Tom Yum Goong, Laksa Lemak, Pho, Lamb Korma, Sushi, Fried Rice and Beef in Black Bean Sauce, and Solomon has included handy hints on how to take short cuts without compromising flavour by using spice pastes and powders that have been prepared beforehand.


	All over the world, tastebuds have been captured and held to ransom by the flavours of Asia. Affordable travel has introduced new flavours to timid palates. These are dishes you may have come across at restaurants, food stalls or in friends homes.


	Now the traveller wants to taste those flavours again without the cost of the fare. In big cities, a restaurant from any part of the world is sure to be found. I remember visiting Odense in Denmark and yearning for a simple Thai soup, with its clear and sharp flavours. In a Thai restaurant Iwas served this dish with all the fresh herbs and roots it would have featured in its native land. We fly them in every week, the waiter said when I expressed surprise.
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Electromechanical Design HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2000

	A-Z guide to electrical/electronic and mechanical engineering design data. The ultimate sourcebook of electro-mechanical engineering design data is now better than ever, with thoroughly updated material, new discussions of engineering economics and elastomer springs. and a bounty of new drawings. Electro-Mechanical Design Handbook, Third...
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System Design for Telecommunication GatewaysJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	System Design for Telecommunication Gateways provides a thorough review of designing telecommunication network equipment based on the latest hardware designs and software methods available on the market. Focusing on high-end efficient designs that challenge all aspects of the system architecture, this book helps readers to understand a...
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Professional ADO.NETWrox Press, 2001

	ADO.NET is Microsoft's latest data access technology and, as an integral part of the .NET Framework, is far more than simply an upgrade of previous incarnations of ADO. ADO.NET provides an extensive set of .NET classes that facilitate efficient access to data from a large variety of sources, enable sophisticated manipulation and sorting...
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Kanban in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Kanban in Action is a down-to-earth, no-frills, get-to-know-the-ropes introduction to kanban. It's based on the real-world experience and observations from two kanban coaches who have introduced this process to dozens of teams. You'll learn the principles of why kanban works, as well as...
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Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry 35Springer, 2002


	The Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry series continues with

	its thirty-fifth volume but with the regrettable retirement of its founding

	editor, Professor J.O’M. Bockris (see Appreciation on p. v).





	As in most previous volumes, a series of five chapters is

	presented covering both the electrolyte solution and...
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Outlook 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Make scheduling and e-mail more efficient with Outlook
    

    Control your contacts, connect to podcasts and blogs, and team up with others    

    Outlook is a powerhouse for managing that mountain of e-mail, but do you know all the other things it can do? This book walks you through the cool...
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